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November, the begininning of winter, ushers in the cold weather which would affect a lot of people
who are without the benefit of protective facilities, proper clothing, blanket or shelter.
That would only be one of the miseries faced by the newly Displaced People who are being
evicted from their beloved homes and villages, and who are still trying to find safe refuge far from
their native place
The matter concerning the Displaced People seeking shelter in Umphang District and the incident
that had taken on prominence, beginning the first week of November, 1997, left many people
worried.
With that mind. the KRC feels very much concerned with the plight of these Displaced People
who had run away to hide in the forest, fearing to come out into the open.
To begin with,. Displaced People who had taken shelter near Kwee Ler Taw, a little over a
thousand, were being relocated by the authorities to a site on the border. Almost all Displaced
People spoke out against being relocated to a site, which for them was very much insecure
There were untoward incidents in which some Displaced People were injured and many escaping
to stay in hiding in the forest, and only a few hundred were accounted for at the new relocation
site The relocation process did not go smoothly as planned by the authorities Now the
authorities have abandoned its original relocation plan and are trying to find Displaced People
who have gone into hiding to accommodate them in safe camp. Food and material support from
the NGOs will be made available for them. The KRC has learnt that 40 Displaced People were
sent to Noh Poe camp for medical treatment.
But the fact remains that most Displaced People hiding in the forest are afraid to come out into
the open; It is for these people that the KRC is most concerned. Added to the lack of food and
shelter, the cold weather could spell disaster for the Displaced People, especially those vulnerable .
Also in the South, in Kanchanaburi District, Displaced People from inside Burma, numbering
about six hundred have crossed into Thailand and reached Bo Wee area, to seek safe refuge The
flight of these people is still not known.
On the brighter side, I C S . Asia help fund the reconstruction school buildings at Mae La camp
Reconstruction works have finished for which we feel much gratified and indebted.
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The Karen Refugee Committee would like to appeal to the Thai people and the Royal Thai
Government to extend sympathy and compassion tor these people in distress, and to allow them
temporary refuge until the time of safe repatriation.
Our gratitude and appreciation goes out to all the NGOs and Aid Organization who had more
than their share in lending support tor the people who are in misery and in great distress,
May God bless all of you.
1 beg to remain,
Yours faithfully.

Robert Htwe
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